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Abstract
Stars form as a result of the collapse of dense cores of molecular gas and dust, which arise
from the fragmentation of interstellar (parsec-scale) molecular clouds. Because of the initial
rotation of the core, matter does not fall directly onto the central (proto)star but through a
circumstellar accretion disk. Eventually, as a result of the evolution of this disk, a planetary
system will be formed. A fraction of the infalling matter is ejected in the polar direction
as a collimated jet that removes the excess of mass and angular momentum, and allows
the star to reach its final mass. Thus, the star formation process is intimately related to
the development of disks and jets. Radio emission from jets is useful to trace accurately
the position of the most embedded objects, from massive protostars to proto-brown dwarfs.
One of the key problems in the study of jets is to determine how they are accelerated and
collimated. High angular resolution observations at centimeter wavelengths are very useful
to trace the base (at 100 AU scales) of the ionized component of the jets, close to the young
central star and its accretion disk, where optical or near-infrared imaging is hampered by the
high extinction. This kind of observations are also useful to trace the emission of dust grains
that have grown up to large (centimeter-sized) scales in the process of planetary formation.
In this chapter we review the main properties and recent results on jets and protoplanetary
disks associated with young stars. We discuss the main expected contributions to this topic
from the very sensitive, high-angular resolution centimeter wavelength observations that
will be feasible with SKA.
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Protoplanetary disks and jets

Protoplanetary disks and planet formation

The birth of a star is accompanied by the formation of a surrounding disk of gas and dust
containing the high-angular-momentum material of the collapsing envelope that could not fall
directly onto the central (proto)star. This disk constitutes a reservoir of mass that slowly accretes onto the central star via the redistribution of its orbital angular momentum. The disk,
in addition, provides the raw material to form planets. To this end, the dust component must
undergo a complex process of size growth that starts with micron-sized particles, continues
with cm-sized “pebbles” and meter-sized objects, and ends with km-sized planetesimals and
fully-formed planets. The ubiquitous detection of IR-excess emission towards the youngest
stars ([21]) and the increasingly stronger evidence for planetary companions in a majority
of field stars ([59]) suggest that the above sequence of events represents an almost universal
aspect of the star-formation process.
At the distance of the nearmost star-forming regions (120-140 pc), a protoplanetary disk
of several hundred AU in diameter spans only a few arcseconds in size. Any detailed study
of its structure therefore requires observations with sub-arcsecond resolution. The newlyoperating ALMA interferometer will routinely reach this resolution, and will thus provide
high-quality images of the millimeter/submillimeter emission from the protoplanetary disks
in the most nearby regions. The dust grains, however, emit more efficiently at wavelengths
close to their diameter, so any ALMA continuum observation at millimeter/submillimeter
wavelengths will trace preferably the small dust aggregates present in a protoplanetary disk.
Exploring the complex path of dust growth toward planet formation requires observations at longer, cm-sized wavelengths, which lie outside the reach of ALMA but can be
detected with the SKA. Also, moving to longer wavelengths will make the dust emission optically thinner and, therefore, better suited to trace the fine details of the dense central regions
where the millimeter emission becomes optically thick. Indeed, the SKA, with its unique
combination of high sensitivity and high resolution promises to be a key instrument in the
exploration of the path from dust to planets, since the cm regime observable with the SKA
presents a challenge to our understanding of grain growth. Up to millimeter sizes, grains are
expected to stick to each other when colliding at the low velocities typical of disks, and this
sticking mechanism provides a reliable starting point in the path of grain growth. Reaching
the cm pebble size, however, requires an additional and not well-understood mechanism. At
these larger sizes, sticking becomes inefficient, and grain-grain collisions lead to fragmentation or to bouncing, which can potentially stall the growth process ([12, 52, 18]). SKA
observations of well-resolved disks will allow to explore potential solutions to the cm-barrier
by mapping the distribution of grain growth in protoplanetary disks.
One of the best places to test planet formation theories are the so-called “transitional
disks”. Transitional disks are accretion disks that have developed large central cavities devoid
of dust that might have been created by tidal interaction with protoplanets or substellar
objects ([19]). These central cavities, initially inferred only from the SED modeling, have been
recently imaged through mm/submm interferometry ([2, 26]) and polarized light observations
(e.g., [41]). In several of these sources, the disk radial and azimuthal structure can be spatially
resolved, revealing additional signatures of the gravitational interaction with proto-planets
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or young brown dwarfs, such as gaps, spiral arms, rings, and shadows.
Up to now, several substellar candidates have been detected within the gaps of transitional disks (e.g. [24, 30]). According to [40], a proto-planet can influence the growth and
radial distribution of dust grains within a disk, due to the generation of pressure bumps outside the planetary orbit. The mm-sized grains are expected to accumulate in these pressure
maxima (dust trapping), where they can grow to larger sizes and overcome the cm-barrier.
The position and width of the pressure bumps depend on the orbital separation and mass
of the proto-planet (among other parameters), so we expect to find different dust size populations at different disk radii. SKA will definitely help to confirm the presence of pressure
bumps by imaging the cm dust emission in transitional disks. In combination with ALMA,
it will be possible to spatially resolve the different dust populations as a function of the disk
radius, a necessary step to understand if dust trapping is working and can explain grain
growth in protoplanetary disks.
So far, 7 mm is the longest wavelength at which dust emission from transitional disks has
been imaged. An interesting example is the transitional disk around HD169142, where recent
sensitive high angular resolution VLA observations reveal the presence of two annular gaps
and signs of circumplanetary material ([36]; see Fig. 1). A detailed modeling of this source
suggests that large dust grains should accumulate near the walls of these gaps. It is expected
that SKA will be able to image this and other similar disks even at longer wavelengths in
order to trace cm-sized “pebbles”. In this way, maps of the spectral index and, therefore,
of the dust grain-size distribution across the disk would be obtained. This would make it
possible to study the grain growth and migration processes in protoplanetary disks.
A unique feature of the SKA observations of protoplanetary disks (compared to, e.g.,
ALMA) is the possibility of observing simultaneously large numbers of nearby targets. The
SKA field of view at band 5 (5-14 GHz), the best-suited band for thermal dust emission
observations, will exceed 5 arcminutes in diameter, and in a cluster-forming cloud like L1688
in Ophiuchus, it will contain dozens of young stars at different stages of disk evolution. A
single SKA observation of such a field will thus provide a statistically-significant sample of
the disk population in the cloud, and will allow to combine the study of planet formation
with the analysis of disk evolution.
While the emphasis of the SKA observations of protoplanetary disks will undoubtedly
lie on the continuum emission and the study of the evolution of dust, line observations will
provide additional information on different disk processes, in addition to revealing kinematical information not obtainable in the continuum. [28], for example, have shown that SKA
observations should have enough sensitivity to detect the 21-cm line from neutral hydrogen
(HI) arising from the UV-exposed outer layer of a disk. These HI observations will provide
a unique view of the feedback of the star on the disk, and the role of UV irradiation and
photoevaporation in the evolution of protoplanetary disks. Finally, SKA will also play an
important role in the detection of Complex Organic Molecules (CMOs) in protoplanetary
disks. They can be considered the building blocks for life and the key elements to understand
the origin of life on Earth.
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Figure 1: Image at 7 mm wavelength of the dusty disk around the star HD 169142 obtained
with the VLA ([36]). The inset in the upper right corner shows, at the same scale, the bright
infrared source in the inner disk cavity, as observed with the VLT at 3.8 micron wavelength
([42]). Plus signs (+) mark the positions of 7 mm and 3.8 micron protoplanet candidates.

2

Jets from young stars

As part of the star formation process, a fraction of the infalling matter is ejected along
the polar direction, perpendicular to the disk equatorial plane. Thus, collimated bipolar
outflows or jets are intrinsically associated with accretion. Outflows associated with young
stars frequently exhibit a central weak centimeter emission source ([6, 3]). In the best studied
cases, these sources are resolved angularly at the sub-arcsec scale and found to be elongated
in the direction of the large-scale tracers of the outflow, indicating that they trace the region,
very close to the exciting star, where the outflow phenomenon originates (see [4] for a review).
Radio jets are present in young stars across all the stellar mass spectrum, from O-type
protostars ([46]) to brown dwarfs (see Section 3), supporting the hypothesis that the disk-jet
scenario might be valid to describe the formation of stars of all masses. Also, radio jets have
been found in all phases of the stellar formation process, from very young protostars to more
evolved stars, associated with transitional disks, where accretion (and radio emission) is very
low ([48]; see Fig. 2).
The study of jets associated with young stars at radio wavelengths is important in
several aspects. Given the large obscuration present towards the very young stars, the detection of the radio jet provides so far the best way to obtain their accurate positions. For
the typical sizes (∼100-1000 AU) and velocities (∼200-1000 km s−1 ) observed in radio jets,
dynamical timescales <10 years are inferred ([4]). Thus, for angularly resolved sources radio
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Figure 2: Left: Radio jet (color image) at 3.6 cm wavelength and disk (contours) at 3
mm wavelength in the young protostar NGC1333-IRS3 ([14]). Right: Radio jet at 3.6 cm
wavelength (contours) and disk at 3 mm wavelength (color image) in the AB Aur star, which
is in a more evolved phase ([48]). Synthesized beams are shown in the lower-left corner of
each panel.

observations also provide information on the direction and collimation of the gas ejected by
the young system in the last few years, that can be compared with the gas in the molecular
outflows and optical/infrared HH jets, which traces the ejection over timescales several orders
of magnitude larger (e.g., [13, 33, 32]). This comparison allows us to detect the changes in
the ejection direction, possibly resulting from precession or orbital motions in binary systems
([5, 20]). Additionally, we note that a good knowledge of the jet properties is indispensable
for grain growth studies in protoplanetary disks to separate the dust emission of the disk
from the free-free emission of the jet, as even transitional disks present free-free emission in
their central regions ([48]).
Physical parameters of jets, such as the ionized mass loss rate and the radius at which
ionization starts can be derived from radio observations ([44, 8, 11]). The jet velocity, necessary to determine the ionized mass loss rate, can be estimated from proper motion measurements obtained from multi-epoch observations (proper motions of ∼0.200 -100 , depending on
the stellar mass, are expected in a ∼5-year timespan for a source located at 1 kpc). The best
studied jets have centimeter flux densities of a few mJy. However, most of the jets associated
with low mass stars or even brown dwarfs present centimeter flux densities in the order of
tens of µJy, and their detection and study will require of the high sensitivity of SKA.
One of the key problems in the study of jets is to determine how they are accelerated and
collimated. Sensitive, very high angular resolution observations at centimeter wavelengths
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can trace the base of the jets down to the injection radius, at scales of a few AUs, where the
ionized jet is expected to begin. Exploration of this inner region will eventually shed new light
on the jet acceleration and collimation mechanisms, helping to distinguish between different
theoretical approaches such as the X-wind ([49]) and disk-wind ([29]) models. A comparison
of detailed modeling results and high quality observations can provide an accurate description
of the jet physical parameters.
Photoionization does not appear to be the ionizing mechanism of radio jets, since in the
sources associated with low-luminosity objects, the number of UV photons from the star is
clearly insufficient to produce the ionization required to explain the observed radio continuum
emission (e.g., [47, 3]). The radio luminosity of radio jets is correlated with the bolometric
luminosity of the source and with the momentum rate in the molecular outflow ([3, 4, 7]; see
Fig. 3). These correlations include young stellar objects (YSOs) with luminosities spanning
from 1 to 105 L . In particular, these diagrams can be used to discriminate between the
thermal radio jets (that should follow these correlations) and HII regions (that should fall
close to the Lyman continuum line). Also, these diagrams can be used to estimate the
expected radio emission of a given source from the bolometric luminosity and the outflow
parameters.

Figure 3: Left: Radio luminosity versus bolometric luminosity correlation for YSOs (dashed
line). The solid line (Lyman continuum) represents the radio luminosity expected from
photoionization. Right: Radio luminosity versus outflow momentum rate (solid line). The
high luminosity objects are labeled in the figures. (from [7]).

The study of radio jets will greatly benefit from the higher frequency bands of SKA. In
particular, given the rising spectrum and compact size of the radio jets, we anticipate that
most observations of these sources will be carried out in band 5 (5-15 GHz). SKA will allow
us to survey the southern hemisphere for radio jets associated with young stars across the
mass spectrum, including proto-brown dwarfs (see Section 3). With SKA1-MID detection of
the jets from the most massive protostars, with expected radio luminosities of Sν d2 ' 10-100
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mJy kpc2 (see Fig. 3) will be feasible across the whole Galaxy with a signal-to-noise ratio
better than 10.
Observations at different frequencies across band 5 (providing angular resolutions in
the 30 to 80 mas range) will determine the variations of the physical parameters along the
jet axis and allow to image the region around the injection radius of the ionized gas in the
jet. However, the high angular resolution study of radio jets with SKA1-MID only will be
possible for jets of relatively high flux density (a few tenths of mJy). For weaker jets the full
SKA (SKA2) will be required, since the uniform weighting SKA1 sensitivity is expected to be
several times worse than for natural weighting (unless the antenna configuration is changed
to favor longer baselines).
Radio jets are expected to also show radio recombination lines (RRLs) as part of the
emission processes of the plasma. RRLs in jets (in combination with proper motions) will
provide a 3D view of the kinematics at very small scales (near their origin). Also, detection of
radio recombination lines in jets could be useful to distinguish between jets and HII regions,
since lines are expected to be broader in jets, as noted by [23] (see their Fig. 6).

Figure 4: Extremely broad radio recombination maser lines toward the Cepheus A HW2
radio jet observed with the PdBI (H40α), 30 m radio telescope (H34α), and SMA (H31α).
Red-dashed lines are individual Gaussian fits to the blueshifted and redshifted velocity components of the RRL emission and the red-solid line is the total Gaussian fit. Some molecular
lines in the RRL spectra are identified. (from [27]).

So far, there are no detections of RRLs in jets at the expected LTE level. [27] report
the detection, at millimeter wavelengths, of broad recombination maser lines toward the jet
in Cepheus A HW2 with flux densities about 5 times larger than those expected for LTE (see
Fig. 4). Very sensitive observations, such as those that can be carried out with SKA, are
needed to understand the nature of RRLs from jets and start using them as tools to study the
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outflow kinematics. For a radio jet with a continuum flux density of order 3 mJy, a peak RRL
flux density of 75 µJy is expected (assuming a line width of about 100 km s−1 ; see formula 4.1
in [7]). Adopting a velocity resolution comparable to the line width, a 6-σ detection will be
achieved with an on-source integration time of 1 hour with SKA1-MID (4 hours in the “early
science” phase of SKA1). On the other hand, many recombination lines will be available in
the SKA bands and it will be possible to stack them and improve the detectability. This
type of observations will reach its full potential with the full SKA (SKA2), when it will be
possible to map the radial velocity distribution of the jet and in combination with proper
motions obtain the 3D kinematics.
As discussed above, jets from YSOs have been long studied at radio wavelengths
through their thermal free-free emission, which traces the base of the ionized jet and shows
a characteristic positive spectral index. However, in the last two decades, negative spectral
indices have been found in some regions of YSO jets (e.g., [17, 34, 46]; see [16] and references therein). This negative spectral-index emission is usually found in pairs of strong radio
knots moving away from the central protostar at velocities of several hundreds of km s−1 .
Because of these characteristics, it has been proposed that the knots trace strong shocks of
the jet against dense material in the surrounding molecular cloud. Their negative spectral
indices have been interpreted as indicating non-thermal synchrotron emission from a small
population of relativistic particles that would be accelerated in the ensuing strong shocks.

Figure 5: VLA images at 6 cm wavelength of the HH 80-81 jet showing the first detection
of linearly polarized synchrotron emission in a jet from a YSO. Panel (a) shows the total
continuum intensity (contours), the polarized emission (color scale), and the polarization
direction (white bars). Panel (b) shows the direction of the magnetic field (white bars) and
the total continuum intensity (color scale). (from [15]).
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This scenario has been confirmed only very recently, with the detection of linearly
polarized emission from the HH 80-81 jet ([15]; see Fig. 5). This result provided for the first
time conclusive evidence for the presence of synchrotron emission in a YSO jet making possible
the direct measure and study of the properties of the magnetic field strength and morphology.
Measuring linear polarization in YSO jets is difficult because only a small fraction of the total
emission is polarized. Ultrasensitive radio interferometers, such as the SKA, will allow us to
detect and image the magnetic field in a large sample of YSO jets. In combination with the
physical parameters (density, temperature, velocity) derived from observations of the thermal
component, the measurement of the magnetic field from the non-thermal component will help
in understanding YSO jet acceleration and collimation mechanisms, that appear to be similar
for all kinds of astrophysical objects.
A search for linear polarization using SKA1-MID will be feasible in the jets with relatively bright non-thermal knots. These knots have characteristic flux densities of about 100
µJy. Assuming a linear polarization degree of 10%, the detection of the Stokes parameters
at a signal-to-noise ratio of 10, will require on-source integration times of order 30 minutes
(about 2 hours in the “early science” phase of SKA1). With the full SKA (SKA2) it will
be possible to search for linear polarization, and even to perform a high angular resolution
mapping, in a much more extended sample.

3

On the formation of brown dwarfs

Brown dwarfs (BDs) are substellar objects not massive enough (M∗ ∼ 13-80 MJup ) to sustain
hydrogen fusion reactions in their cores. Although they are a natural product of the star formation process, their formation mechanism is not yet understood. One of the most accepted
scenario is the turbulent fragmentation of molecular clouds with the eventual formation of
BDs as a scaled-down version of low-mass stars ([37, 22]). However, BDs could also result
from the ejection of a substellar object from a fragmented protostellar core, or from the fragmentation of a circumstellar disk ([43, 45, 50]). Finally, the photoevaporation of cores due
to ionizing radiation from massive stars ([58]) can also produce BDs.
To shed light on the BD formation process, several works have been focused in the
study of two type of objects: (i) sources in a possible very early pre-BD stage (e.g. [1, 38]),
which are molecular cloud cores prior to collapse whose properties point to the formation of a
future BD; and (ii) objects in the young BD stage, when the BD is almost free of surrounding
gas and dust, but still presents some infrared excess due to circumstellar material (Class II
stellar analogs; e.g., [10]). The missing gap between these two stages corresponds to the socalled proto-BD stage, and it would be equivalent to the Class 0/I stage of low-mass YSOs.
If BDs form as a scaled-down version of low-mass stars, we should find substellar objects
embedded in extended envelopes, and characterized by strong accretion and outflow activity,
as observed in low mass protostars.
Several projects have been focused on identifying bona-fide proto-BDs in nearby molecular clouds (e.g., [9, 38, 31, 39]). One example are the 11 proto-BD candidates identified by
[38] in the B213-L1495 cloud in Taurus. These sources were recently observed with the VLA
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at 3.6 and 1.3 cm to look for outflow/ejection phenomena ([35]). As a result, they detected
extended 1.3 cm emission with positive spectral indexes in four proto-BDs for the first time,
strongly suggesting the presence of thermal radio jets (see Fig. 6). Although this result supports the “turbulent fragmentation” scenario as the most plausible formation mechanism of
proto-BDs, the number of identified sources is still very small.

Figure 6: VLA maps of the 3.6 cm emission of three proto-BDs in the B213-L1495 cloud in
Taurus ([35]). The red crosses mark the position of the sources in Spitzer mid-IR observations
([9]). The blue ellipse at the lower left corner of each panel indicates the beam size.

SKA, with a sensitivity about five times better that that of the VLA, will be able to
identify large samples of proto-BDs in a very efficient way. From the results of [35] we estimate
a radio luminosity Sν d2 ' 3 µJy kpc2 at 10 GHz, for a proto-BD radio jet, in agreement with
the extrapolation of the Fig. 3 (left) diagram. Thus, a flux density of ∼12 µJy is expected for
a source located at a distance of 500 pc. The SKA1-MID will detect this weak emission at the
10-σ level in only 20 minutes of on-source integration time. Therefore, SKA will be able to
survey all the Southern nearby clouds and search for radio jets in proto-BDs in a reasonable
amount of time. Moreover, SKA opens the possibility to spatially resolve radio jets around
substellar objects, providing important spatial and kinematical information. Mapping the jet
of a proto-brown dwarf at 500 pc is expected to take less than one hour with SKA2, although
it would take about one hundred hours with SKA1. As a result, SKA will provide crucial
observations to understand the formation mechanism of proto-BDs.

4

Masers as tracers of disks and jets

Molecular maser emission at cm wavelengths (e.g., H2 O, CH3 OH, OH) is commonly found
at the early stages of the evolution of the protostar-disk-jet systems. Such maser emission
is usually very compact and strong, with brightness temperatures exceeding in some cases
1010 K, allowing us to observe protostar-disk-jet systems at very small scales. Through observations of the spatio-kinematical distribution of the maser emission and of its polarization,
it has been possible to study the main properties of the densest and hence most obscured
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portions of star-forming regions located at distances up to ∼1 kpc, allowing (for example):
to identify new protoplanetary disks in YSOs at scales of 50 AU ([54]; see top-left panel in
Fig. 7); to discover very young (tens of years), compact (∼100 AU) outflows associated with
deeply embedded protostars ([53]; see top-right panel in Fig. 7); to reveal new protostars not
seen at any other wavelengths; to discover new phenomena such as the short-lived, episodic
non-collimated outflow events ([55]); and to determine the distribution and strength of the
magnetic field very close to protostars allowing to know its role in the star formation processes
([51, 56]; see bottom panel in Fig. 7). However, due essentially to a lack of enough sensitivity
of the existing radio interferometers, only in a very few objects has it been possible to carry
out a full study of the main physical ingredients of the formation and evolution of protostars.

LkHα 234-VLA 2

NGC2071-IRS3
Radio jet

H2O masers

20 km/s

Protoplanetary disk

H2O masers

0.1” (40 AU)
600 AU

Cepheus A HW2

0.8”

Radio jet

Velocity gradient along the major axis
(14 km/s over 40 AU)
CH3OH

Magnetic field
direction

Disk

Figure 7: Top-left panel: H2 O masers (white circles) tracing a protoplanetary disk of 50 AU
size oriented perpendicular to the thermal radio jet associated with the protostar NGC2071IRS3 ([54]). Top-right panel: The distribution and proper motion of the H2 O masers show a
very compact (∼180 AU), short-lived (∼40 yr), bipolar outflow from a very embedded protostar of unknown nature in the LkHα234 star-forming region ([53]). Bottom panel: Magnetic
field structure around the protostar-disk-jet system of Cepheus A HW2. Spheres indicate the
CH3 OH masers and black vectors the magnetic field direction ([56]). This kind of research
can be carried out with the SKA with very high sensitivity and high angular resolution.
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SKA spectral line observations of different species of masers, together with simultaneous
very sensitive multi-frequency radio continuum observations (see above), will constitute a very
powerful tool to study and significantly advance in our knowledge on how stars form. SKA-1
will provide angular resolutions of ∼30-80 mas (∼15-40 AU at 500 pc) at bands 5, where
there is the 6.7 GHz methanol (CH3 OH) maser line. By observing the polarized emission
and Zeeman-splitting of the methanol lines, it will be possible to probe magnetic fields and
gas kinematics along outflows and on the disk surface around protostars. This is necessary to
integrate them with the parameters obtained through radio continuum (e.g., gas density and
velocity of the jet, mass loss rate, magnetic field within the jet; see above) for a full modeling
of the protostar-disk-jet systems. In addition, observation of different species of masers in full
polarization mode, such as OH (λ = 18 cm), CH3 OH (λ = 4.5 cm), and H2 O (λ = 1.3 cm;
available with SKA-2), which are sensitive to different gas densities and temperatures, will
tell us about what magnetic field (B) configuration we have in the region from scales of tens
to thousands of AU (e.g., solar-type, B ∝ 1/r2 , or toroidal-type, B ∝ 1/r; [57]).
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